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Introduction
Writing correctly is vital in communication. The maturity level of a society is, to a large
extent, reflected in how properly itslanguage is expressed, in both oral and written forms.
In written texts, proper spelling and grammar are important not only to maintain the
language’s integrity but also to convey precise information to readers. In the context of the
information on the web, the level of goes one step further. The ability to find correct
information depends highly upon how correctly it is written and stored.
Incorrectly written Nepali texts are ubiquitous, both in the web and in hard copy forms.
There are several reasons behind this. First, the Nepali language has a very complex origin.
In addition to the already complicated original words, a large number of words come from
Sanskrit, Hindi, English, and several Nepalese languages. This diversity makes it difficult
to develop standard rules. Second, with relatively short education history of the country,
Nepali is still a “young” language. Third and perhaps the most important, the
societyprioritizes English over Nepali for education [1].
Most errors in Nepali are observed in “hraswa-deergha”, letter selection (Va and Ba, Sa
and Sha and Shha, etc), and letter/word separation.
This presentation focuses on building an efficient online software for correcting Nepali
texts. This is the first such software to the author’s knowledge.
Approach
Fig. 1 depicts the proposed correction system. It consists of a dictionary of tuples made up
of incorrect texts observed inwritings in web and their corresponding correct form. The
software maps users’ originalstrings with this dictionary and returns them in corrected
form.For instance, “दाई” (incorrect) mapped with “दाइ” (correct) forms a tuple. To save
resource,wildcard function is enabled. For instance, multiple tuples सकीन्छ-सककन्छ,
भनीन्छ-भननन्छ, etc., are summarized into one.
Each tuple is assigneda correction count. For every replacement, the tuple’s corresponding
counter is incremented. Hence analyzing error tendencies offline is possible.
The dictionary was developed out of experience while editing articles for an online
literature site for five and half years [2]. Some hints were also derived from [3] and [4].
Currently, the dictionary comprises about 700 tuples out of which 60 have wildcards.
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Fig. 1: Dictionary based text correction system

Results and Discussions
The system is openly available in [5] and [6]. Users were encouraged to use the software.
The results were encouraging – with more than 50,000 corrections in three months. The
editing time for articles in [2] was shortened by about 70% and had better accuracy.
The response time for the software is satisfactory with corrected text returned within two
seconds of submitting the original text.
From log analysis, it was observed that a few dozens oftuples (which could further be
summarized into about 10 simplified rules) accounted for about 50% of replacements.
Emphasizing these rules in educational sectors could enhance students’ writing level.
The primary limitation of this software is its “dumbness”; it does not analyze the meaning
of the user text. Maintaining the dictionary requires expertise and experience. Abundance
of the tuples makes the system powerful. However, slight errors may result into flawed
replacements. Also, this approach is not suitable for words whose corrected form gives
another meaning. For instance, फूल (flower) and ददन (day) are very frequently mistakenly
written as फुल (egg) and दीन (poor) respectively. Inserting these tuples in the dictionary
would corrupt correctly written texts of फुलand दीन.

This software should, by no means, be taken as a panacea.It is best used as a first-hand
refinement tool. Users are advised to revise its output before finalizing their contents.
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Background
In Lung cancer radiation therapy precision has been a major challenge, the amplitude of motion can
be clinically significant (~2-3cm) [1].Hence it becomes important to spare normal tissues from
getting irradiated. The fear of this unintended damage to the neighboring normal tissues also limits
the dose that can be applied to the tumor.
Tumor motion and tissue elasticity causes the deformation of the tumor.In order to compensate the
motion various strategies such as radiation respiration gating, breath hold, beam tracking etc. have
been investigated [2]. The breath hold technology is not widely accepted by the patients. Both
respiratory gating and beam tracking requires a precise knowledge of tumor position. There are
several methods to determine the position of the tumor during the treatment which includes direct
fluoroscopic tumor tracking, using fiducial markers or interference of the tumor position from
anatomic surrogates such as abdomen. However these methods are reported to be either invasive
with a high risk of pneumothorax or there is no significant correlation linked between the tumor
motion and tumor anatomy location, size or pulmonary function. Even if it provides the tumor
location it cannot account for tumor deformation[2].
Dynamic tracking irradiation with real time monitoring is already available clinically.Even with the
real time monitoring of tumor there is always an existence of a time delay between the irradiation
and the target motion such that the beam cannot follow the target accurately. If the time lag is filled
with prediction then the treatment beam can eventually follow the target. Hence the purpose of this
study is to predict the in-treatment future time series images for the implementation of dynamic
tracking of lung tumor during radiation therapy.

Approach
Two dimensional time series reconstructed CT images of a lung cancer patient has been used as
time series input images as shown in fig1.
The predictions of time series images are based on two principal
algorithms known as principal component analysis (PCA) and
multi-channel singular spectral analysis (MSSA), which is also known
as time series PCA .The main feature in PCA is the calculation of PCA
component after the extraction of trend. In case of lung, PCA can
estimate its motion by its principal components which are the linear
Fig.1 Reconstructed
combination of eigen vectors corresponding to the largest eigen
4DCT images with tumor
values[3].

The algorithm can be divided into threestepsas shown in the schematic diagram in fig2:
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別紙２

Fig.2Schematicdiagramfortheimage prediction algorithm

Results/Findings
Fig 2. shows the original image for ROI (region of interest) corresponding predicted image and the
error image The error image or difference image is obtained by subtracting the predicted image
from the original image.The bottom rows of images are the binary version of the top row images.

Fig.3Image prediction resultforthe ROI

The calculation time is 0.4secs and the prediction error is 0.5% for the region of interest and the
image cross correlation is 0.99 in each case.
Future images can be successfully predicted in a near real time provided that they follow a certain
pattern.The calculation time depends upon parameters such as image numbers, principal
component numbers etc. The next step will be the prediction of kV images obtained during
radiation therapy. Clinical implementation of this system is believed to be significant in the field of
image guided radiation therapy.
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[3]. Chhatkuli R B. et al. Movie Prediction forlung tumor for precise chasingradiationtherapy, Proceedings of
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Background
The ubiquitous use of mobile communication
systems and ever growing demand for higher data
rates along with the limited frequency spectrum has
made it necessary to use the high efficiency
transmission systems. One of the possible ways to
increase data rate without increasing the frequency
band is the use of multiple antennas at both the
transmitter and receiver ends, popularly known as
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) systems. Also, considering the future data requirements, it
is necessary to use the high frequency bandwidth along with the MIMO systems. However,
because of the serious congestion of the frequency spectrum at lower microwave bands (below 5
GHz), exploring new frequency bands above 5 GHz is an inevitable choice in the future [1]. These
higher frequencies were neglected by the land mobile researchers in the past as the path loss along
the distance is high for these frequencies and were considered disadvantageous in mobile
transmissions [2]. However, the radio propagation properties at higher frequency bands have not
been justified from the view point of the requirements for the current mobile data transmission.
Actually, this high path loss is not always a disadvantage but can be an advantage in designing
small cell or hotspot systems within a confined coverage area where very high speed data
transmission can be realized because a very wide frequency bandwidth is available. Since the
fundamental step in designing any wireless systems is the comprehensive study of the propagation
channel in the considered environemnts, the detailed channel study is done for the frequency of 11
GHz in indoor environments.

Approach
The study of the propagation channel can be done in two ways: channel measurement, and
propagation simulation. While the measurement results always represent realistic channel properties,
the resolution of these results is always limited by the antenna beamwidth and the system bandwidth.
On the other hand, propagation simulation can provide the high resolution data in angular and delay
domain but the realistic representation of the environment is not possible. In this research a
combined approach is used, where the measurement and simulation results are compared and
analyzed together to use the advantages of both approaches and to study the specific propagation
mechanisms in the given environments.
The measurement system used in this study consists of a 24×24 MIMO system at 11 GHz center
frequency with the bandwidth of 400 MHz. This channel sounding system was developed at the
Takada Laboratory, Tokyo Institute of Technology for the Ministry of Internal Affairs and
Communications (MIC), Japan to study the possibility of future expansion of the radio spectrum.
The comprehensive measurements were conducted in some halls at Tokyo-Tech and the ongoing
task is the extraction of propagation channel parameters such as: path loss, propagation delay,
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plarization behavior of the channel, and angular information of the channel using these results. Since
the measurement results in any propagation environment represent the superposition of different
propagation mechanisms like (multiple) reflections, diffraction and scattering, it is difficult to
separate these mechanisms when looking at the measured result alone. At this point, ray tracing
simulation becomes handy since we can trace the individual paths of the transmitted signal from
transmitter to the receiver so as to identify the dominant propagation mechanisms in the
environment. Simulation software RapLab was used for the propagation simulation, which uses the
ray tracing algorithms to find the propagation paths between transmitter and receiver by using the
spatial data of the propagation environment. The simulation building model is constructed in
SketchUp using the AutoCAD model developed from measured point cloud data points. The ray
tracing result from simulation consists of multipath components with a high resolution in delay and
angular domain. Since the measurement data resolution is limited by system bandwidth and antenna
radiation pattern, we cannot directly compare the it with simulation. In order to make the equivalent
comparison, we construct the channel transfer function using the ray tracing output and antenna
beam pattern. After that, antenna independent power spectrum is calculated using this transfer
function and antenna calibration data. The large scale parameters such as path loss, cross polarization
power ratio, power delay profile and azimuth delay power spectra for the indoor line of sight (LOS)
and non line of sight (NLOS) environments are calculated for both the measuremnent and
simulation.

Results/Findings

Power Delay Profile

Path Gain [dB]
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received power at the receiver along the
Figure 1: Power Delay Profile(PDP) of
delay, for a large lecture room
measurement and simulation results
environment. Here, we can see that all the
paths appeared in measurement could not be predicted with the simulation. This caused total
received power in simulation to be smaller than that in measurement. There are two possible
reasons behind this discrepancy: first, the building model used in simulation is the simplified
version of the real environment. Second reason may be the lower number of reflections considered
in simulation because of the large computation complexity for higher number of reflections. The
study is now focused in confirming the reasons for this discrepancy. When the mechanisms for this
difference are confirmed, simulation results can be optimized by taking the reference of actual
measurement results. These optimized simulations can now predict the channel more accurately
without the need for the comprehensive channel measurement for the similar environments.
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Background
Recently, floods frequently occur in the world, which cause serious damage of properties and loss
of lives. Thus, an assessment of flood risk in the river basin is very important for development
activities and river basin management. However, there are lacks of data in most of the river basins,
particularly in the river basins of developing countries, for flood risk assessment. The data on past
flood hazards and damages with their relationships is very important for development of an
appropriate method as well as for validation of the calculated results. The rice production is a
major source of income in developing countries. The households with assets are major stocks of
the people living in the flood-prone areas. It is thus necessary to consider at least agricultural and
household damages in flood risk assessment as exposure elements at risk.
In this context, the case studies of agricultural flood damage assessment in Cambodian floodplain
of LMB and Pampanga river basin of the Philippines and the house damage assessment in
Cambodian floodplain have been conducted. The prototype flood risk index in Nepal and the
Philippines has also been presented.

Approach
The hazard assessment has been done by using hydrological model and flood prone areas were
identified. A Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of HydroSHEDS which obtained from Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission (SRTM) data was used in the study. In Cambodian floodplain case, based on
past flood observations, the flood level in the floodplain is same as river water level when the
floods are large. Water level in the floodplain or flood level is approached as the river water level
at the closest gaging station or byinterpolation between two consecutives gaging stations.Flood
depth in the Cambodian floodplain was calculated as difference of flood water level and elevation
at each grid[1], [2].However, in case of Pampanga, flood water depth and its duration were
computed by using Rainfall-Runoff-Inundation (RRI) model [3].
Major exposures agricultural and household in the flood prone areas were taken into account for
the flood damage assessment. The flood damageswere estimated in terms of amount of potential
damages. Agricultural damages here refer to damages to rice crops and house damages account for
damages occurring to household residential houses and assets. The agricultural damage was
defined as the function of flood water depth during the cultivation period and its duration. The
maximum daily water depth and their duration for each grid were calculated and agricultural
damages in each grid were calculated according to damage curves. The house damage was defined
as the function of maximum flood water depth. The household survey data were used to determine
damage ratio curve and probability distribution of the house value. The maximum flood depth was
calculated at each grid and the house damages were estimated according to damage curve.
The prototype flood risk index of Nepal and the Philippines has been also presented.
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Results and Summary
Figure 1 shows the estimated agricultural damages and house damages in the Cambodian
floodplain caused by 2006 flood event and Figure 2 shows the estimated agricultural damages in
the Pampanga river basin caused by 2011 flood event.For flood risk assessment, the data on past
flood hazards and damages with their relationships in the basin is very important for development
of an appropriate method in the basin as well as for validation of the calculated results. The house
damages were estimated by developing damage ratio curve based on household survey data. The
agricultural and house damages methods presented in this study can be a good initiative to apply in
other areas of developing countries. The results of flood damage assessment can be useful for
planners, developers, policy makers and decision makers to establish policies required for reducing
the damages. Figure 3 shows thecomparisonof prototypefloodriskindexbetween Nepal and the
Philippines.

Figure 1. Estimated agricultural damages (left) and house damages (right) in the Cambodian floodplain caused by 2006
flood event.

Figure 2. Estimated agricultural damages in the Pampanga river basin caused by 2011 flood.
Riskindexforassets

Riskindexforpeople

Figure 3. Comparison results of prototype flood risk index between Nepal and the Philippines.
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Background
Optimal use of water resources is highly important for the sustainable future. Many emerging
and developing countries including Nepal lack adequate supply of water for irrigation and
other uses due to inefficient infrastructural and allocation arrangements. Potential conflicts
arising from competing demands of complex water resource systems require a holistic
approach to address the various components of water management. The planning of water
resource systems brings together an array of technical tools and expertise along with parties of
varied interests and priorities.
This researchaims to enhance resilience of rural community by integrating traditional (ancient
tanks) and modern (reservoir) agricultural systems using water and evaluation planning
(WEAP) tool, a decision support system(Hussein and Weshah, 2009; Holf et al., 2007), to
evaluate water supplies and demands in Deduru river reservoir project system, Sri Lanka.
Deduru river reservoir project is aimed to exploit the Deduru basin water resources in
improving crop intensities of existing agricultural lands under tank irrigation systems and
developing new agricultural lands in the Deduru and adjacent Mee river basins in view of
enhancing productivity. The project with about 45 km long left bank main canal, 33 km long
right bank transbasin canal and 27 km long branch canals is expected to irrigate over 11,115 ha
paddy crops.Additionally, the project needs to ensure enough water for hydropower and
environmental uses. Overall objective of this study is to develop and test water balance at
monthly time scale under different supply and demand management scenarios.

Approach
Development of a decision support system for managing water shortages in the project area
consists four major components (Figure 1): (i)office and field visits for determining key
planning issues and collecting hydroclimatic, tank/reservoir, crop and other datasets;(ii)
estimation of water demands considering paddy crop irrigation water, hydropower and
environmental requirements; (iii) estimation of available water supplies considering tank and
reservoir storages; and (iv) water evaluation and planning for different hydroclimatic
conditions, water allocation arrangements and system efficiencies.
Cropwatby FAO Land and Water Development Division enabled to estimate irrigation water
requirement for rice crops, the main agricultural water demand.Literature review and
discussions with local officials enabled to estimate environmental and hydropower
requirements. A conceptual rainfall-runoff model, Simhyd, was employed to generate tank
inflows (Chiew and Siriwardena, 2005). Monthly normal and dry year flow corresponding to
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50% and 80% probability of exceedance in ancient tanks along the left bank canal and Deduru
river near reservoir site were used as potential water resources.Finally, WEAP model, an
integrated water resources management tool, was employed to assess the water supply and
demand management scenarios for the Deduru river reservoir project systems.

Figure 1: Schematic of water supply and demand management

Results
Scenario analysis enabled to answer‘what if’ questions such as: what unmet demands can be
expected if current trends are projected into the future?; What alternative allocations could be?;
How should reservoirs be operated? The following scenarios were created for developing and
testing sustainable water supply-demand management:
• Tanks supply only for two cultivation seasons: Graphs of irrigation area coverage and unmet
water demands pointed out that most tanks are not able to meet two cultivation season irrigation
water requirements. Water shortages occurred in the months of March, May, June and September.
• Tanks supply only with single (Maha) season cultivation: Most of tanks are able to meet single
season irrigation water requirements. Water shortage occured for some of the tanks in September.
• Reservoir supply only: Reservoir alone in normal climatic year is well enough to meet all the
irrigation, hydropower and environmental flow requirements.
• Tanks and reservoir supply with dry climatic year: In dry climatic year, tanks and reservoir
suppliesare not enough to meet 100% water demands if operated normally. Water shortage
occurred in the month of September.Alternative water allocations as well as minimization in water
losses need to be considered.
• Tanks and reservoir with dry year climatic year and reduced water losses: This scenario was
modelled to assess the impact of improved irrigation efficiency. Tanks and reservoir supplies will
be only enough to meet all the water demands if ancient tanks are given higher filling priorities for
the use in September, the water shortage month.
References:
Chiew, F. H. S. and Siriwardena, L., “Estimation of SIMHYD parameter values for application in ungauged catchments”,
MODSIM Congress, Melbourne, Australia, 12–15 December, 2005, pp. 2883–2889.
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Planning (WEAP) tool”, Green Water Credits Report 4, ISRIC – World Soil Information, Wageningen, 2007.
Hussein, I. and Weshah, R.A., “Optimizing the water allocation system at Jordan Valley through adopting water
evaluation and planning system model” Thirteenth International Water Technology Conference, Hurghada, Egypt,
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Background: Multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) are separated and cut into short pipes
using a green-tea solution and embedded at the interface of polymer/n-silicon hybrid solar cells.
Devices fabricated with embedding green tea modified MWCNTs show much better performance
than that of the device without MWCNTs due to the better hole transportation, easy exciton
splitting, and suppression of charge recombination.
Approach: Carbon is highly attractive material because it is expected to have similar properties
to silicon material. Carbonexists in a variety of forms ranging from insulator/semiconducting
diamond (or diamond-like amorphous film) to metallic/semi-metallic graphite (or graphene),
conducting/semiconducingfullerence (eg C60) and carbon nanotubes (CNTs)[1,2 and therein].
CNTs are the cylindrical nanostructure which have outstanding properties like ballistic
conductive, high aspect ratio, high surface area, flexible, strong, rigid, environmental stable and so
on, which is believed to be an ideal material for fabricating high performance solar cell. But they
have a strong tendency to form bundles (or ropes) because of strong van der Walls interaction,
which prevent interfacial charge separation ability, solubility and alter the properties of isolated
tubes. Therefore, isolated CNTs are necessary for the optimization of active layer morphology as
well as easy exciton splitting and suppression of charge recombination in the devices. To disperse
CNTs into solvents, many dispersion agents including surfactants, porphyrin, DNA, peptides have
been reported. Many of these processes require multistep approaches consisting of chemical
functionalization, selective placements, and defunctionalization. Such chemical routes may alter
the properties of CNTs. To overcome these problems, we suggested safer, cheaper, green
approaches for dispersion of CNTs using green tea solution [3]. Green-tea catechins are expected
to be a candidate for CNTs separation. Green-tea catechins mainly consistsof epicatechin (EG),
epicatechingallate (ECG), epigallocatechin (EGC), epigallocatechingallate (EGCG), where EGCG
makes up about 50-60% of total polyphenols, which is effective to disperse CNTs [4].
Here, MWCNTs were modified using green-tea solution and studied for photovoltaic
performance. Considerable photovoltaic action has been observed in devices containing green tea
modified MWCNTs, whereas similar effect was observed to be very poor in devices with pristine
MWCNTs or poly (3,4-ethylenexioxythiophene):poly (stylenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS)/n-Si solar
cell. Formation of high built-in potential was observed after embedding green-tea modified
MWCNTs in the device.
Results/Findings: Green-tea solution separates, disperse, or cut MWCNTs into short pipes as
shown in Fig 1(a). Catachins (or polyphenol compounds) are expected to be the candidates for
CNTs separation due to π- π interaction between tube walls, as shown in Fig 1(b). Chemical
modification of green tea modified MWNTs were investigated by XPS C1 spectrum as shown in
Fig 1(c). It is decomposed in five different peaks. The main peak (a) at 284.83eV corresponds to
the graphite signal, second peak (b) at 285.1eV can be assigned to sp 3-hybridized carbon atoms.
Other components peaks (c) at 286.17eV, (d) 287.07eV, and (e) 288.53eV originate in carbon
atoms bound to one, two, and three oxygen atoms, respectively. They can be assigned to alcohol,
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ether or ketone, aldehyde or carboxylic acid, and ester species. These hydroxyl and carbonyl
groups on the surface of MWCNTs increase work function of MWCNTs[5].

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 1. (a) AFM image of green-tea modifiedMWCNTs. MWCNTs are separated and cutinto short pipes. (b)
ThepredictedinteractionbetweenCNTs and polyphenolcompounds of tea solution. (c) XPS C1s spectrum of
green-tea moifiedMWCNTsshowingdifferentfunctionalgroupsgraftedonthesurface.

PEDOT:PSS/n-Si hybrid solar cell were fabricated with and without green-tea modified MWCNTs
at interface as shown in Fig. 2(a). Readers are directed to earlier published works for a more
detailed experimental procedure for fabricating such solar cells[6-9]. Fig. 2(b) shows J-V
characteristics under illumination of AM 1.5G 100 mW/cm2simulated solar light for
PEDOT:PSS/n-Si hybrid devices with and without green tea modified MWCNTs addition.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of n-Si/MWCNTs/PEDOT:PSS heterojunction solar cell. (b) J-V curve of c-Si
heterojunctions solar cell with and without embedding green-tea modified MWCNTs. (c) Energy band
diagram of the fabricated device showing band alignment for green-tea modified MWCNTs.

The device for pristine PEDOT:PSS buffer layer exhibited an η of 10.26%. Once the green tea
modified MWCNTs incorporation, η value increased to 10.93%. Incorporation of higher
percentage of pristine MWCNTs or undistributed MWCNTs bundles into the polymer matrix
causes short circuits since the lengths of CNTs are comparable to the total thickness of
photovoltaic films. It can be overcome with incorporation of distributed short CNTs, which is well
embedded within the polymer. Work function of MWCNTs is in the range of 4.5-5.1eV, which is
closer to the HOMO level of PEDOT:PSS; it signifies possible hole transportation through
MWCNTs. Energetically favorable charge transportation and band alignment for green-tea
modified MWCNTs are shown in Fig 2 (c).
Therefore, the role of green-tea modified MWCNTs in conductive PEDOT:PSS is considered as
the suppression of electron recombination, and/or promote the hole current by enhancing the
carrier mobility.
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Background
Impedance functions (IFs) of a soil-foundation system often shows frequency-dependent
characteristics when the soil deposit has layered strata or the structure of the foundation are
complicated, e.g., pile groups. Therefore, frequency domain analysis is compulsory to incorporate
them. In contrast, time-history analysis is required to incorporate the inelastic characteristics of the
superstructure material and its member. A variety of methods and techniques by which the
frequency dependent characteristics of the IFs can be considered in a time-history analysis have
been proposed. Among them, recently proposed gyro-lumped parameter models (GLPMs) by
Saitoh [1]is considered to be sophisticated model having advantages over the other conventional
model in terms of efficiency and accuracy. However, the GLPMs in the conventional software
framework have never been applied and verified.
In this research, application methodologies of the GLPMs in the conventional software framework
are proposed. Furthermore, those methodologies are verified by comparing the results published in
a literature.

Approach
The GLPMs model consists of three types of frequency independent elements; i) springK ii)
dashpot C and iii) the new element “gyromass” ̅ . The gyromass element can be defined as the
independent unit system which generates reaction force due to the relative acceleration of the
nodes between which it is placed[1].The symbol of the gyromass is shown in Figure 1 (a) and
Figure 1(b) shows the GLPMs model which consists of two unit system; the base system; and the
core system. The base system is composed of a spring K, dashpot C and gyromass M arranged in
parallel. The core system is composed of series system composed of a spring k and a unit having
gyro-mass ̅ and dashpot c arranged in parallel. The base system and core system are arranged in
parallel. In order to enhance the precision of the simulation, additional core system having different
coefficients can be arranged in parallel with the GLPMs model.
Transformations of the GLPMs are necessary because conventional software framework cannot
incorporate the new gyromass element directly to their system. The GLPMs can be transformed by
making constraint to the one end node of the GLPMs as shown in Figure 1(c) after which gyromass
element becomes a simple mass element. The equations of motions of the base system before and
after transformation can be expressed by Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, respectively. Similarly, the equation of
motion of the core system before and after transformation can be expressed by Eq. 3 and Eq. 4,
respectively. The summation of Eq. 2 and Eq. 4 gives the equation of motions of the transformed
GLPMs.
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Figure 2: Gyromass element (a); GLPM (b); GLPM after transformation (c)
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Where,
and are displacements at nodes 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
̇ ̇ and ̇ are velocities at nodes 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
̈ ̈ and ̈ are accelerations at nodes 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
and are forces at nodes 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
Those transformed GLPMs model are applied to the soil-foundation system of a single degree
of freedom (SDOF) structural system supported by a pile groups [2]. The structural system is
modeled inan Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (OpenSees) software
framework. The OpenSees program is an open framework that allows users to develop code for
modeling of the structures and soil-foundations systems in earthquake scenarios.
Frequency domain analysis and time domain analysis are conducted and results are compared.
Transfer functions from the frequency domain analysis and time history responses of
displacement and acceleration from the time domain analysis using various earthquake input
motions are found in total agreement with the results published in the literature.

Results
In the present study, the following may be concluded:
1. A methodology of using sophisticated GLPMs models to represent the frequency
dependent impedance functions of the soil-foundation system is proposed and verified with
an example problem in the published literature.
2. A methodology of using transformed GLPMs in OpenSees software for SDOF structural
system supported by pile groups in horizontally layered soil strata is proposed.
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Background
Seismic isolation is an efficient technology for the improvement of the performance of
superstructure against severe ground shaking using thedevices with low lateral stiffness in between
the superstructure and the substructure. These devices are commonly known as isolators and as a
whole isolation system. These can be elastomeric bearing, sliding system bearing or friction
bearing. Since the response of the isolated buildings are concentrated at the isolation level the
superstructure is considered to have minimum or no damage. Hence, the assumption of the rigid
superstructure is popularly used for the analysis of base-isolated structure [1].
Very fewstudies consider the effect of superstructure flexibility [2, 3].But most of them are focused
only on the flexible superstructure and a comparison between the buildings considering rigid and
flexible superstructure has not been studied in detail.
Here, a detailed study of the effect of flexibility has been studied and response of base-isolated
buildings with flexible superstructure are compared with base-isolated buildings having rigid
superstructure. In order to account the effect of flexibility three approaches have been used
a) increase in the height of the superstructure i.e. 4, 8, and 12- story buildings have been
considered, b) increase in the elongation of the time period (3, 3.5, and 4 sec) of the base-isolated
building, and c) decrease in the amount of shear transmitted (*Q/W = 4 and 8) to the superstructure
or reduction in the lateral stiffness of the isolation system.
* Q = Characteristic strength of Lead in bearing W = Weight of Building

Finite Element modeling and Ground Motions
Four, Eight, and Twelve story base-isolated three-bay by three-bay buildings are considered for
this study. The buildings are assumed to be located somewhere in California, where the soil is
assumed to be stiff. The isolation system and the superstructure is designed in compliance with the
ASCE 7-10 and ACI 318-11. Superstructures are designed using the response spectrum method for
which the response acceleration parameters at short period S s , and at 1 sec S1 , are obtained using
the site location and condition as 0.965g and 0.532g respectively.A three-dimensional finite
element model of the prototype structure was prepared using the finite elementcodeOpenSEES.
Concrete, steel and elastomeric bearings are modeled using Kent and Park model,
Giuffre-Mengotto and Pintomodel, and bilinearhystereticmodelrespectively.
Table 1. List of the selected Earthquake
Earthquake Number

Event(Near Fault Pulse Type)

Earthquake Number

Event(Near Fault Non Pulse Type)

GM 1
GM 2
GM 3
GM 4
GM 5
GM 6
GM 7

NGA_179IMPVALL.H-E04
NGA_182IMPVALL.H-E07
NGA_723SUPERST.B-PTS
NGA_1044NORTHR.NWH
NGA_1176KOCAELI.YPT
NGA_1605DUZCE.DZC
NGA_2114DENALI.ps10

GM 8
GM 9
GM 10
GM 11
GM 12
GM 13
GM 14

NGA_126GAZLI.GAZ
NGA_160IMPVALL.H-BCR
NGA_495NAHANNI.S1
NGA_1004NORTHR.0637
NGA_1111KOBE.NIS
NGA_1504CHICHI.TCU067
NGA_1551CHICHI.TCU138

Two suites of 7 nearfault pulse type and 7 nearfault non pulse typegroundmotions (bothfault
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normal and fault parallel components) are used for the analysis. Table 1. shows the list of ground
motions that were used for dynamic analysis. GM 1 to GM 7 are near fault pulse type (NP) and
GM 8 to GM 14 are near fault non-pulse type (NN). These ground motions are scaled to represent
the design earthquake (DE) as well as risk targeted maximum considered earthquake (MCER)
levels for the desired period range using weighted scaling method.

Results and Conclusions

3 sec (Flex)
3.5 sec (Flex)
4 sec (Flex)
3 sec (Rigid)
3.5 sec (Rigid)
4 sec (Rigid)

Roof Displacement (mm)

1000

800

600

Peak Floor Acceleration (g)

In order to investigate the effect of flexibility, a fiber-based model of the structures are developed
and results are studied. Various response indicators such as base, floor and roof displacements,
inter-story drift, floor accelerations, and column curvature ductility are studied.For conciseness
only the results of roof displacement and peak floor acceleration has been shown here. Besides
this a comparison of results of base-isolated buildings considering rigid and flexible
superstructures is also done.
8-story (Q/W =8)
12-story (Q/W =8)
8-story (Q/W =4)
12-story (Q/W =4)
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Fig. 2. Comparison of peak acceleration for 8 and
12-story buildings under NP type MCER GM
forUpper Bound values

Fig. 1. Roof Displacement for 12- story building underNP
typeMCERGMfor Q/W=4 Lower Bound values
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3 sec (Rigid)
3.5 sec (Rigid)
4 sec (Rigid)
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Roof Displacement (mm)

3.5

Isolated Period (sec)

GM 7
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On observing the resultant roof displacement for base-isolated buildings with rigid and flexible
superstructure (Fig. 1), we can see that compared to the displacement considering rigid
superstructure the displacement considering flexible superstructure is underestimated by more than
200 mm in some ground motions. Besides this, lengthening the period of the superstructure shows
an increase in roof displacement in both rigid and flexible cases yet displacements of rigid cases
are significantly below to that of building with flexible superstructure.
As the height of superstructure increases peak floor accelerations also goes on increasing as seen in
Fig. 2. Besides this on lengthening the period of the superstructure peak floor accelerations is
found to be decreased. On the other hand for Q/W = 4, the peak acceleration is found to be
decreased than that for Q/W = 8.
Although the accelerations are found to be decreased for Q/W = 8in compared to that for Q/W = 4
there has been a very high roof displacements over 1000 mm for the same case. This could result in
pounding of a building with an adjacent building resulting in severe damage to structural and
non-structural components. Hence, from this we can be clear that a proper correlation needs to be
developed for an effective design of base-isolated structures and flexibility effects must be taken
into account.
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Background
Plant macrofossils are the preserved remains of the vegetative parts of plants such as leaves,
needle, cones, dispores (seeds, fruits and spores) and wood fragments. These fossil remains are the
main sources to study the changes of vegetation and climate in the Quaternary Period. Their
occurrence in the fossil record is normally interpreted as representing local presence near the
depositional environment and with the help of them it is possible to get an accurate picture of the
local vegetation and climate. Lake sediments are especially well suited because the sediments in a
lake build up over time and the sequences of samples from the bottom to the top provides detail
change in vegetation over time.
The Kathmandu Valley is one of the large intermontane basin bounded by the Mahabharat Lekh
to the south and Shivapuri Lekh to the north in the center of a large synclinorium within the Lesser
Himalaya in Nepal. It is an oval shaped basin which stretches about 30 km in the east-west
direction and 25 km in the north-south direction. The basin floor covers an area of 400 sq. km. The
basin fill sediments are fluvio-lacustrine, fluvial to fluvio-deltaic in origin and considered to have
been resulted from damming in the southern part of the valley. The oldest deposit is the Lukundol
Formation which is distributed at the southern part of the basin. As the Mahabharat Range in the
south started to rise, the Kathmandu Basin tilted northwards leading subsequently to the formation
of three terraces (Pyanggaon, Chapagaon and Boregaon) and thus created a new environment for
the deposition of younger sediments, Gokarna, Thimi and Patan Formations in the northern and
central parts of the basin (Yoshida and Igarashi 1984, Sakai H. 2001, Sakai et al. 2008) (Fig. 1).
The Gokarna and Thimi Formations that constitute the middle and upper part of the sedimentary
sequence of the Kathmandu basin contain rich plant macrofossil assemblages. The main aim of this
research is to reconstruct the environmental conditions during the Late Quaternary Era, particularly
vegetation and climate, based on the result of plant
macrofossil analysis.

Approach
About five kilograms of organic rich
sediments were collected from each macrofossil
horizon of the four exposures of the Gokarna and
Thimi Formations. The sediments were suspended
in water in order to disperse aggregates. The residue
was washed and sieved in water using a 0.5 mm
sieve to remove inorganic particles from plant
fragments. Then, the residue on 0.5 mm sieve were
again washed in distilled water and sorted by
different mesh sizes of 4 mm, 2 mm, 1 mm and 0.5
mm to facilitate observation. The obtained seeds, Fig. 1 Geological map of the Kathmandu Valley
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fruits and leaves were identified to the lower taxonomic level. The radiocarbon dates were
determined using fossil seeds at Paleo Labo Co. Ltd., Japan.

Results/Findings
The climatic condition during the Late Quaternary was inferred from the composition of
macrofossil assemblages and the ecology of some of the key taxa obtained from the macrofossil
assemblage zones. The generally applied method to reconstruct the paleoclimate is based on the
comparison of climatic data from regions with the nearest living relatives. It is assumed that the Late
Quaternary plants had climatic requirements similar to the plants that of the present time. Based on
the vertical distribution of vegetation (Stainton 1972, Press et al. 2000), an attempt was made to
reconstruct the climate change using the present altitudinal ranges of the plants with that of plant
macrofossils from the Gokarna and Thimi Formation.
Most of 115 genera belonging to 53 families were identified to the genus and/or species
level. Assemblages from the lower and middle part of the Gokarna Formation were characterized by
dominance of taxa requiring a warm temperate climate such as Eurya, Ficus, Morus, Zizyphus,
Stephania, Quercus subgen. Cyclobalanopsis, Pyracantha and Carpinus. The upper part of the
formation consisted of assemblages dominated by taxa that are distributed in cool temperate zone
such as Abies, Pinus, Picea smithiana, Tsuga dumosa, Taxus wallichiana, Quercus subgen.
Lepidobalanopsis and Betula and indicated a climatic deterioration during the deposition of the
Gokarna Formation. Two cold climate peaks were recognized during the stage between 53,170±820
and 49,300±2100/1700 yrs BP. Assemblages from the lower and middle part of the the Madhyapur
section of the Thimi formation was characterized by a common occurrence of conifers indicating a
cold phase. Decrease in conifers in the upper horizons and dominance of warm climate taxa such as
Carpinus, Eurya, Rubus, Viburnum, Pyracantha and Sambucus indicated an amelioration of climate
during the deposition of the Thimi Formation. The higher diversity and common occurrence of
aquatic plants indicated rich wetland vegetation in the Kathmandu Basin.
The plant macrofossil analysis showed that at least four local cycles of climate fluctuation from
warm to cold and back to warm during the depositional period of Gokarna and Thimi Formations during
12,000 yrs (53,170±820 yrs. to 41,700±5600/3200 BP) in the Kathmandu Basin. The overall global

climate at this time was cool with occasional interfingering of Glacial and Interstadial cycles. The
climatic information obtained on the basis of macrofossil analysis from the Late Quaternary
sediments in the Himalayas is fairly local but this can also be correlated with the global cooling
trend in Europe in the Late Pleistocene Epoch.
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